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Background: Chemoradiation (CRT) is the standard of care in anal canal carcinoma. CRT leads to suppression 

of iliac bone marrow (BM) leading to hematological toxicity. Intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) 

technique can be used to decrease radiation dose to iliac BM and thus decrease haematological toxicity. This study 

aims to compare the haematological and gastrointestinal toxicity in BM sparing IMRT with three-dimensional 

conformal radiation therapy (3DCRT) in anal carcinoma patients.

Methods: Twenty untreated, biopsy proven anal canal carcinoma (stages I–III) patients were randomized into 

IMRT and 3DCRT arm. All patients received CRT with 45 Gy in 25 fractions at 1.8 Gy/fraction and weekly 

concurrent inj. cisplatin and 5-FU. Patients were evaluated for acute haematological and gastrointestinal toxicity 

during treatment. Additional dosimetric comparison was made between the two groups.

Results: Incidence of worst hematological toxicity grade II (GII) and GIII was seen in 40% [4] vs. 30% [3] and 

20% [2] vs. 0% [0] respectively, in 3DCRT and IMRT group. However these did not come as statistically significant 

(P=0.228). Incidence of worst gastrointestinal toxicity during treatment in terms of GII was 30% [3] vs. 50% [5] and 

GIII was 60% [6] vs. 0% [0] in 3DCRT and IMRT group respectively (P=0.010). Other parameters indicating better 

tolerance of treatment with IMRT arm than 3DCRT arm were lesser need for administration of parenteral fluid 10% [1] 

vs. 60% [6] (P=0.019); lesser need for blood transfusion 0% [0] vs. 20% [2] (P=0.060) in IMRT arm than in 3DCRT 

arm respectively. Patient requiring supportive care during treatment like need for anti-motility drugs and WHO. 

Step II analgesics also favored IMRT arm. Overall treatment time for Arm B (33.40 days) was less than what was seen 

in Arm A patients (36.8 days), although difference was not statistically significant (P=0.569). In terms of dosimetric 

analysis, arm B with the use of IMRT showed superiority over arm A with 3DCRT. The mean volume of bladder 

receiving ≥30 and 40 Gy respectively was 100% and 96% for group A (3DCRT) as compared to 68% and 31% for the 

group B (IMRT) (P<0.05). For bowel, although, the V30 and V40 for 3DCRT versus IMRT respectively were 51% 

and 27% vs. 27% and 13%, statistical significance was not reached (P>0.05). There was also less mean BM receiving 

≥10 Gy (80.4%) and ≥20 Gy (65.6%) for group B using IMRT, than in 3DCRT (group A) were it was 91% and 73% 

respectively. Although for V10 it was significant (P=0.04), it did not reach statistical significance for the V20 (P=0.550).

Conclusions: Preliminary outcomes suggest that BM sparing IMRT for anal canal cancers can decrease both 

haematological and gastrointestinal toxicity as compared to 3DCRT and thus CRT course can be completed 

effectively without treatment breaks.
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Introduction

The scenario of treatment of anal canal carcinoma changed 
when Nigro et al. (1) reported his case series with three 
patients with chemoradiation (CRT). After the successful 
incorporation of definitive CRT in anal cancers, the literature 
on anal canal carcinoma has seen a shift from improving 
local control and colostomy free survival to decreasing the 
treatment related toxicity. Intensity modulated radiotherapy 
(IMRT) in this respect has been a major field of research 
in the treatment protocols. The large volume of bone 
marrow (BM) irradiated during conventional pelvic-inguinal 
radiation is likely to cause significant hematological toxicity, 
because up to 50% of a patient’s total hematopoietically 
active BM is within the conventional treatment fields (2). 
BM stem cells are highly radiosensitive, and the destruction 
of these cells during pelvic radiation is a principal cause of 
acute myelosuppression (3). In our study, we compared two 
different techniques of radiation in the CRT protocols of 
anal cancers, the three-dimensional conformal radiation 
therapy (3DCRT) and the BM sparing IMRT. The 
primary end point of this study was to compare the acute 
toxicity between the two treatment groups in the form of 
hematological and gastrointestinal events. In addition to it, 
dosimetric comparison between the plans generated by the 
two techniques was also done in-terms of doses to organs at 
risk. Secondary end points were need for blood transfusion, 
parental funds, anti motility and antispasmodic drugs and 
local control evaluation at the end of 6 months.

Material and methods

Study was conducted in Department of Radiotherapy at 
regional cancer research center P.G.I.M.E.R. Chandigarh, from 
Nov 2011 to May 2013. Twenty patients were enrolled in the 
study and randomized between the two arms of group A with 
radiation delivered with 3DCRT and group B where IMRT 
was used for radiation delivery. All patients received concurrent 
chemotherapy with 5-FU (375 mg/m2) and cisplatin (30 mg/m2)  
weekly. A radiation dose of 45 Gy/25 fractions/5 weeks was 
delivered in both the arms. Patients were evaluated with weekly 
records of complaints, physical examination, complete blood 
counts, and need for supportive care.

Patients in both the treatment groups were simulated 
in Phillips CT simulator where planning CECT with 
immobilization in prone position was taken at 2.5 mm 
slice thickness. Target delineation was done according to 
the RTOG consensus guidelines for anorectum (4), where 

gross total volume (GTV), clinical target volume (CTV), 
planning target volume (PTV) were delineated along with 
the organs at risk; the pelvic BM as seen on CT image, 
bowel bag, urinary bladder and femoral heads. Inguinal 
lymph nodes were electively treated in all the groups.

Group A: three-dimensional conformal radiation therapy 
(3DCRT) arm

A 4-field forward 3DCRT plan with multi leaf collimators 
was made for each patient in this arm. Plans were evaluated 
and on approval, treatment started, 6 or 15 MV photons 
were used in the treatment. 

Group B: intensity modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) arm

Patients in this group were treated by IMRT technique. For 
all IMRT plans, 6 MV photons were utilized on the Eclipse 
Planning System. Radiation treatment was designed to be 
delivered by a Varian Linear Accelerator (Varian Medical 
Systems, Palo Alto, CA). Dynamic IMRT plans were generated 
for this group with dose constraints as shown in Table 1.

Residual disease in both the treatment arms was managed 
by boost external radiation to local growth, interstitial 
brachytherapy, or surgery depending on disease status, 
response to radiation and patients’ willingness for surgery 
(data not shown).

Patients were followed up on weekly basis during 
radiation. Para meters evaluated weekly are shown in Table 2.  
Toxicity evaluation was done using Common Toxicity 
Criteria for Adverse Events (CTCAE) version 3 (5).

In addition to that dosimetric comparisons were made 
between the two treatment arms. The mean percentage 
volume of urinary bladder, and small bowel receiving more 
than 30 and 40 Gy (V30 and V40) were calculated from 
the plans. Also the mean percentage volume of delineated 
BM receiving more than 10 and 20 Gy (V10 and V20) was 
calculated and compared between the two treatment groups.

Table 1 Dose constraints used in IMRT

Organ Dose constraints

Bone marrow V10 <90%

Bowel bag V45 <195 cc

Urinary bladder V65 <50%

Femur V30 <85%

IMRT, intensity modulated radiotherapy.
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Statistical analysis

Descr ipt ive  s tat i s t ics  was  used for  demographic 
characterization. ANOVA was used for identifying 
heterogeneity between the two arms. Fisher exact test 
was used to know the significance of difference in acute 
toxicities. Statistical analysis was performed using the 
statistical package for social sciences (SPSS) software V 
19.0. A P value of <0.05 was taken as significant.

Results

Twenty patients with carcinoma anal canal were divided 
equally into two groups. All patents completed their 
treatment and were eligible for analysis (consort diagram in 

Figure 1). The differences in male to female ratio was not 
significant (P=0.639), the median age in 3DCRT group was 
50.1 years, and in IMRT group was 53.3 years which was 
not significant (P=0.725). Baseline characteristics of patients 
are shown in Table 3. The incidence of lymph node-positive 
disease and the overall AJCC stage also did not differ 
significantly between the two groups (Table 3).

Toxicity evaluation

Acute toxicity rates suggested a lower incidence of 
hematological and gastrointestinal toxicity with the use of 
IMRT. Parameters like incidence of worst hematological 
toxicity, grade II (GII) and GIII was seen in 40% [4] vs. 30% 
[3] and 20% [2] vs. 0% [0] respectively, in 3DCRT and IMRT 
group (Table 4). However these did not come as statistically 
significant (P=0.228). Difference in gastrointestinal toxicity, 
however, was significantly better in favor of IMRT group 
than 3DCRT group for GIII toxicity. Incidence of worst 
gastrointestinal toxicity during treatment in terms of GII 
was 30% [3] vs. 50% [5] and GIII was 60% [6] vs. 0% [0] in 
3DCRT and IMRT group respectively (P=0.01).

Other parameters indicating better tolerance of treatment 
with IMRT arm than 3DCRT arm were lesser need for 
administration of parenteral fluid 10% [1] vs. 60% [6] 
(P=0.019); lesser need for blood transfusion 0% [0] vs. 20% 
[2] (P=0.060) in IMRT arm than in 3DCRT arm respectively. 

Table 2  Clinical parameters evaluated weekly during 
chemoradiation

Parameters Description

Haematological toxicity Hemoglobin, total leucocyte 

count, platelet count, serum urea, 

creatinine

Gastrointestinal toxicity Nausea, vomiting, loss of appetite, 

diarrhea, pain 

Need for parenteral 

support

Intra venous fluids, blood 

transfusion

Enrollment Assessed for 
eligibility (n=20)

Excluded (n=0)

Allocated to intervention (n=10)
• Received allocated intervention (n=10)
• Did not receive allocated intervention 

(give reasons) (n=0)

Allocated to intervention (n=10)
•Received allocated intervention (n=10)
•Did not receive allocated intervention 

(give reasons) (n=0)

Lost to follow-up (n=0)
Discontinued intervention (n=0)

Lost to follow-up (n=0)
Discontinued intervention (n=0)

Analysed (n=10)
• Excluded from analysis (n=0)

Analysed (n= 10)
• Excluded from analysis (n=0)

Randomized 
(n=20)

Follow-up

Analysis

Allocation

Figure 1 Consort 2010 flow diagram.
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Patient requiring supportive care during treatment like 
need for anti-motility drugs and WHO. Step II analgesics 
also favored IMRT arm as shown in Table 4. All this was 
reflected in earlier treatment completion in patients of Arm B  
(33.40 days) than in Arm A patients (36.8 days), although 
difference was not statistically significant (P=0.569) (Table 4).

Dosimetric evaluation

Comparison of OAR sparing between IMRT and 
conventional 3D plans
Use of IMRT in group B patients showed a difference 
in the volume of bladder and bowel receiving ≥30 and  
≥40 Gy patients as compared to conventional 3D plans. 
The mean volume of bladder receiving ≥30 and 40 Gy 
respectively was 100% and 96% for group A (3DCRT) as 
compared to 68% and 31% for the group B (IMRT) (P<0.05) 
(Table 5). For bowel, although, the V30 and V40 for 
3DCRT vs. IMRT respectively were 51% and 27% vs. 27% 
and 13%, statistical significance was not reached (P>0.05). 
There was also less mean BM receiving ≥10 Gy (80.4%) 
and ≥20 Gy (65.6%) for group B using IMRT, than in 
3DCRT (group A) were it was 91% and 73% respectively. 
Although for V10 it was significant (P=0.04), it did not 
reach statistical significance for the V20 (P=0.550) (Table 5). 
Figure 2 is showing a typical dose color wash obtained with 
(I) 3DCRT and (II) IMRT in patients of our study.

Local control 

With a median follow up of 9.2 months for 3DCRT and  
8 months for IMRT, there was no difference in terms of 
local control in the two treatment groups. In both the arms 
six patients were showing complete response (CR) and four 
of the patients were showing partial response (PR). 

Discussion

We initiated a comparison to evaluate any advantage of use 
of BM sparing IMRT in anal cancer patients over 3DCRT 
both clinically and dosimetrically. We have shown that using 
BM sparing IMRT, throughout the entire treatment reduces 
threshold radiation doses to the small bowel, bladder, 
and BM as compared to 3DCRT treatment technique. 
The mean values that we obtained for these critical 
structures with a prescription dose of 45 Gy treatments are 
comparable to those obtained by Milano et al. (6) in their 

Table 5 Dosimetric differences in the two treatment groups in 
terms of doses to normal tissue

Organs Mean doses (3DCRT) Mean doses (IMRT) P value

Bone 

marrow

V10 =91.20% V10 =80.47% 0.040*

V20 =73.10% V20 =65.60% 0.550*

Bowel V30 =51.50% V30 =27.17% 0.713*

V40 =27.17% V40 =13.10% 0.228*

Urinary 

bladder

V30 =100.00% V30 =68.00% 0.005*

V40 =96.00% V40 =31.00% 0.006*

*, by one way ANOVA. 3DCRT, three-dimensional conformal 

radiotherapy; IMRT, intensity modulated radiotherapy.

Table 3 Patient characteristics

Characteristics Group A Group B

Number 10 10

Female 4 3

Male 6 7

Age (mean) (years) 50.1 53.3

T1 0 0

T2 2 3

T3 8 7

N0 2 3

N1 5 5

N2 2 2

N3 1 0

Table 4 Toxicity profile of patients in two arms

Toxicity

No. of patients [group 

A (3DCRT) vs. group B 

(IMRT)]

P value 

Gastrointestinal Grade 1 (1 vs. 5),  

grade 2,3 (9 vs. 5)

0.010

Hematological Grade 1 (4 vs. 7),  

grade 2,3 (6 vs. 3)

0.228

Need for parenteral fluid 6 vs. 1 0.019

Need for blood transfusion 2 vs. 0 0.060

Need for anti-motility drugs 6 vs. 1 0.074

Need for step II analgesics 8 vs. 5 0.160

Treatment time (days) 36.8 vs. 33.4 0.567

3DCRT, three-dimensional conformal radiotherapy; IMRT, 

intensity modulated radiotherapy.
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IMRT treatment arm with a dose of 45 Gy. 
In our study, BM sparing IMRT has provided statistically 

reduced mean and threshold doses to the organs at risk. 
The mean V10 and V20 for BM in our patient subgroup 
were 80% and 65%, respectively, compared to the 73% 
and 59% obtained by Milano et al. (6). A reduction in the 
volume of bladder and genitalia receiving higher doses 
was also achieved with the use of IMRT vs. 3DCRT in the 
delivery of the final radiation boost who received it with 
external beam radiation (data not shown).

Iliac BM is a relatively large structure and reducing the 
dose to this structure, which surrounds the anal canal, is a 
problem even in the most conformal of techniques. More 
sophisticated techniques such as more rigorous IMRT 
constraints or using the field reductions recommended 
by the RTOG in all patients, may improve hematological 
toxicity. However, the use of concurrent mitomycin C may 
negate any potential benefit of IMRT BM sparing. A benefit 
in hematological toxicity with IMRT may be achieved in 
patients receiving cisplatin and 5-FU, a CRT regimen that 
has been studied in phase II settings (7-12). In our study 
also, we have used cisplatin concurrently with radiation 
instead of mitomycin C, as the former’s toxicity profile is 
much favorable. 

Incidence of worst hematological toxicity, GII and GIII 
was seen in 90% vs. 50% respectively in group A vs. group 

B. However this did not come as statistically significant 
(P=0.228). Difference in gastrointestinal toxicity, however 
was significantly better in favor of group B (IMRT) than 
group A (3DCRT). Incidence of worst gastrointestinal 
toxicity during treatment in terms of GIII was 60% (6) vs. 
0% (0) in Arm A and Arm B respectively (P=0.01). This 
decrease in toxicity has led to a lesser incidence of need 
for administration of parenteral fluid 10% [1] vs. 60% [6] 
(P=0.019); lesser need for blood transfusion 0% [0] vs. 20% 
[2] (P=0.060) favor the use of IMRT. Other parameters like 
need for WHO. Step II analgesics and use of anti-motility 
drugs also favored IMRT arm.

Treatment breaks in anal cancer therapy have been 
associated with inferior disease-related outcomes. RTOG 
92–08 examined toxicity rates and radiation dose in anal 
cancer patients. In this investigation, 59.4 Gy was delivered 
over 8.5 weeks, including a mandated 2-week treatment 
break to relieve treatment-related toxicity. Although 
not powered for comparison, overall, disease-free, and 
colostomy-free survival rates were lower than results from 
previous chemo-radiotherapy trials using lower radiation 
doses with no treatment break. The authors concluded that 
treatment breaks should be avoided to maximize disease-
related outcomes (13).

A recent analysis of anal cancer patients treated at 
Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Centre also suggested 
that frequent treatment breaks or inability to complete 
radiation because of toxicity are predictors for disease 
recurrence. Patients were treated primarily using 
conventional radiation techniques, with 77% of their cohort 
receiving at least one treatment break. Failure to complete 
radiation therapy was a significant predictor for anal 
cancer relapse (14). In our study, the difference in earlier 
completion of treatment was not statistically significant; 
IMRT versus 3DCRT arm (36.8 vs. 33.4 days) respectively 
probably because of ours being a lesser powered study.

Our data thus, supports the hypothesis that concurrent 
chemotherapy and IMRT seem to be at the favourable end 
of the research as far as decreasing acute toxicity rates and 
overall treatment time is concerned in anal canal cancer 
patient.

Conclusions

In conclusion, our series suggests that IMRT-based CRT 
therapy may result in reduction in normal tissue doses and 
corresponding acute toxicity rates compared to 3DCRT 
and historic controls; potentially leading to fewer toxicity-

A

B

Figure 2 Dose colour wash of plans with IMRT (A) and 3DCRT (B) 
respectively. IMRT, intensity modulated radiation therapy.
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related treatment interruptions. Based on our single-
institution experience, early treatment related outcomes 
seem encouraging. The fact that in this study, cisplatin was 
used instead of mitomycin C also throws a light into the 
feasibility of use of cisplatin in anal cancer patients, majority 
of who are of old and expected to develop more toxicity, 
especially, hematological. However, a more powered study 
with more number of patients is required and long-term 
local controls need to be established before incorporation of 
BM sparing IMRT as a routine practice in carcinoma anal 
canal. 
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